Marine Tourists Deliver
Big Impact in Ladysmith
In 2009, the Ladysmith Maritime Society (LMS)

other moorages. Now, we’ve got people from all over

recognized the opportunity to grow the marine tourist

the world stopping here — some for a month or more.”

market. The challenge was that the infrastructure to
receive those marine tourists was sorely lacking.

A daily trip into downtown is the norm for these visitors.
The busy harbour means a busy local business district,

After receiving funding from ICET, the LMS began a

and that’s positive news for the entrepreneurs in the

project to expand and revitalize the amenities for

quaint downtown.

tourists arriving in Ladysmith via boat.
Geoff Cram owns the Old Town Bakery, and the boaters
“We saw a growing market of international and

have helped his business grow.

recreational marine tourists who had lots of choices

project profile

ladysmith marina

of places to meet up, explore, and re-supply with

“We got a lovely write-up in a yachting magazine,

provisions,” said Doug Bell, Director of the LMS. “With a

praising our cinnamon buns as ‘best on the Island’. It’s

beautiful, historic downtown and a vibrant local business

amazing how many people will make a stop based on

community, it made sense that Ladysmith should build

something as simple as that!” he said. “Last summer was

the infrastructure to attract those maritime visitors.”

our best-ever for tourist business, and boaters made up a
big percentage of that activity.”

The first phase of the project would see a floating visitor
centre with washrooms, showers, laundry, meeting areas

The overwhelming success of the first phase of the

and facilities for hosting large-scale boater rendezvous.

Ladysmith project led to a need for a second phase of

ICET granted $543,000 towards the project.

further expansion.

Ladysmith harbour wasn’t
seen as ‘open’ before. Now, we’ve got people
from all over the world stopping here

The Island Coastal Economic Trust is investing $21,573
in the Ladysmith Maritime Society’s $65,000 project to
add a 150-foot extension to the visitor dock, along with
installation of necessary electrical and water services.

The numbers are evidence of the success: 56% increase

“We’ve seen a 71% increase in the number of marine

in visitor boat nights in 2013, with direct spending

tourists,” said Bell. “Our moorage spaces were almost

estimated at $367,000, and a total impact on the

fully committed for the past season, and we need to

community estimated at $660,000.

expand to accommodate those additional visitors.”

Wayne Richmond is the owner of 49th Parallel Grocery.

The success of the Ladysmith project is being leveraged

He’s seen first-hand the change in marine traffic using his

by other organizations. ICET is providing funding to the

grocery delivery service since the revitalization projects

BC Ocean Boating Tourism Association for a project that

began.

will unite and position this industry in order to increase
the number of marine tourists in BC and increase their
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“Ladysmith harbour wasn’t seen as ‘open’ before,” he

length of stay beyond the traditional boating season into

said. “Without amenities, people would just move on to

the ‘shoulder’ seasons.
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